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Consultant - Orthopaedic Surgeon Consultant - Orthopaedic Surgeon 

QualificationQualification

MBBS (BMC) | MSORTHO (JIPMER) | MRCSAE (LON) | MRCS (EDIN) ARTHROPLASTY (USA)MBBS (BMC) | MSORTHO (JIPMER) | MRCSAE (LON) | MRCS (EDIN) ARTHROPLASTY (USA)

OverviewOverview

Dr. Ravichandra Kelkar is a highly skilled and accomplished Orthopaedic Surgeon with expertise in various areas ofDr. Ravichandra Kelkar is a highly skilled and accomplished Orthopaedic Surgeon with expertise in various areas of
orthopaedics. He has an extensive educational background and has acquired qualifications and memberships from renownedorthopaedics. He has an extensive educational background and has acquired qualifications and memberships from renowned
institutions. With a passion for his field and a commitment to excellence, Dr. Kelkar has earned recognition and accoladesinstitutions. With a passion for his field and a commitment to excellence, Dr. Kelkar has earned recognition and accolades
throughout his career. Dr. Kelkar finished his MBBS from Bangalore Clinical School and Exploration Organisation inthroughout his career. Dr. Kelkar finished his MBBS from Bangalore Clinical School and Exploration Organisation in
Bangalore. He did his MS in Muscular Health from the reputed Jawaharlal Organisation of Postgraduate Clinical, Schooling,Bangalore. He did his MS in Muscular Health from the reputed Jawaharlal Organisation of Postgraduate Clinical, Schooling,
and Exploration (JIPMER) in Puducherry. He gained an MRCS from the Illustrious School of Specialists in Edinburgh and anand Exploration (JIPMER) in Puducherry. He gained an MRCS from the Illustrious School of Specialists in Edinburgh and an
MRCSAE from the Regal School of Specialists in Britain. He additionally went through particular preparation in Arthroplasty inMRCSAE from the Regal School of Specialists in Britain. He additionally went through particular preparation in Arthroplasty in
the US. Dr. Kelkar is an expert muscular specialist with practical experience in essential and complex modification jointthe US. Dr. Kelkar is an expert muscular specialist with practical experience in essential and complex modification joint
substitutions, break obsessions, deformation revisions, sports wounds, and arthroscopy. He has top-to-bottom knowledgesubstitutions, break obsessions, deformation revisions, sports wounds, and arthroscopy. He has top-to-bottom knowledge
and capability in these fields, allowing him to give his patients the ideal consideration. No wonder he is considered the bestand capability in these fields, allowing him to give his patients the ideal consideration. No wonder he is considered the best
orthopaedist in Hebbal, Bangalore. Dr. Kelkar is a multilingual speaker capable of Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and English. Thisorthopaedist in Hebbal, Bangalore. Dr. Kelkar is a multilingual speaker capable of Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and English. This
semantic adaptability permits him to convey and associate with patients from different foundations, guaranteeing they getsemantic adaptability permits him to convey and associate with patients from different foundations, guaranteeing they get
customised and complete consideration. Throughout his career, Dr. Kelkar has garnered numerous awards andcustomised and complete consideration. Throughout his career, Dr. Kelkar has garnered numerous awards and
achievements. He secured first place in Orthoradiology at Westminister, UK, and received gold medals in Orthopaedics andachievements. He secured first place in Orthoradiology at Westminister, UK, and received gold medals in Orthopaedics and
MBBS. His academic excellence was recognised through the National Scholarship for Academic Excellence in SSLC. InMBBS. His academic excellence was recognised through the National Scholarship for Academic Excellence in SSLC. In
addition, he has earned university gold medals and district-level medals in table tennis and football. Dr. Kelkar has activelyaddition, he has earned university gold medals and district-level medals in table tennis and football. Dr. Kelkar has actively
contributed to the medical field through talks, publications, and conference participation. He has given lectures incontributed to the medical field through talks, publications, and conference participation. He has given lectures in
orthopaedics as a faculty member at regional and national conferences. Trustworthy clinical magazines have published hisorthopaedics as a faculty member at regional and national conferences. Trustworthy clinical magazines have published his
work, including the English Clinical Diary and the Diary of Bone and Joint A medical procedure (JBJS). Moreover, he haswork, including the English Clinical Diary and the Diary of Bone and Joint A medical procedure (JBJS). Moreover, he has
composed a few muscular-related pieces for distinguished distributions like the Hours of India and the Deccan Envoy. Dr.composed a few muscular-related pieces for distinguished distributions like the Hours of India and the Deccan Envoy. Dr.
Kelkar is a member of the Indian Muscular Affiliation and is devoted to giving first-class treatment. This membership reflectsKelkar is a member of the Indian Muscular Affiliation and is devoted to giving first-class treatment. This membership reflects
his dedication to staying updated with the latest advancements in orthopaedics and maintaining professional connectionshis dedication to staying updated with the latest advancements in orthopaedics and maintaining professional connections
with peers in the field. Dr. Kelkar's services encompass arthroscopy, ACL reconstruction, and orthopaedic specialisations. Hiswith peers in the field. Dr. Kelkar's services encompass arthroscopy, ACL reconstruction, and orthopaedic specialisations. His
expertise, combined with his compassionate approach, ensures that patients receive comprehensive and individualisedexpertise, combined with his compassionate approach, ensures that patients receive comprehensive and individualised
treatment. Dr. Ravichandra Kelkar is considered a reputable and renowned orthopaedic surgeon due to his substantialtreatment. Dr. Ravichandra Kelkar is considered a reputable and renowned orthopaedic surgeon due to his substantial
credentials, remarkable accomplishments, and dedication to patient care. Numerous patients have benefited from hiscredentials, remarkable accomplishments, and dedication to patient care. Numerous patients have benefited from his
contributions to the orthopaedics area, making him well-liked in the medical world.contributions to the orthopaedics area, making him well-liked in the medical world.
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Royal College Of Surgeons England.Royal College Of Surgeons England.
Indian Orthopaedic Association.Indian Orthopaedic Association.

Field of ExpertiseField of Expertise

Primary And Complex Revision Joint ReplacementsPrimary And Complex Revision Joint Replacements
Fracture Fixations.Deformity CorrectionsFracture Fixations.Deformity Corrections
Sports InjuriesSports Injuries
ArthroscopyArthroscopy

Languages SpokenLanguages Spoken

EnglishEnglish
KannadaKannada
TeluguTelugu
TamilTamil

Awards & AchievementsAwards & Achievements

First Place in Orthoradiology At Westminister, UK.First Place in Orthoradiology At Westminister, UK.
Gold Medal in Orthopaedics.Gold Medal in Orthopaedics.
Gold Medal in MBBS.Gold Medal in MBBS.
National Scholarship For Academic Excellence in SSLC.National Scholarship For Academic Excellence in SSLC.
University Gold Medal and District Level Medal in TT and Football.University Gold Medal and District Level Medal in TT and Football.

Talks & PublicationsTalks & Publications

British Medical Journal. Emj.Published 2007.Vol24. Issue 9. Cutaneous Larva Migrans in a returning traveller.British Medical Journal. Emj.Published 2007.Vol24. Issue 9. Cutaneous Larva Migrans in a returning traveller.
Multicentric randomized controlled trial of Fondaparinux N graduated compression stockings in the preventionMulticentric randomized controlled trial of Fondaparinux N graduated compression stockings in the prevention
of Dvt in Total Hip Arthroplasty at George Elliot. JBJS.of Dvt in Total Hip Arthroplasty at George Elliot. JBJS.
Many talks as faculty in Orthopaedics at local and national Orthopaedic Conferences.Many talks as faculty in Orthopaedics at local and national Orthopaedic Conferences.
Many Orthopaedic newspaper articles in the Times Of India, Deccan Herald, and leading newspapers.Many Orthopaedic newspaper articles in the Times Of India, Deccan Herald, and leading newspapers.
 Dr. Ravichandra Kelkar on City Hospital removes the tumour from 31-year-old Iraqi | Deccan Herald. Dr. Ravichandra Kelkar on City Hospital removes the tumour from 31-year-old Iraqi | Deccan Herald.Click HereClick Here
Manipal Hospitals Hebbal: Dr. Ravichandra Kelkar on Bengaluru doctors save teen's toe from Rare Bone TumourManipal Hospitals Hebbal: Dr. Ravichandra Kelkar on Bengaluru doctors save teen's toe from Rare Bone Tumour
| The New Indian Express. | The New Indian Express. Click HereClick Here
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https://www.manipalhospitals.com/uploads/pr_dr_ravichndra_kellar_22_aug_2022.jpeg
https://www.manipalhospitals.com/uploads/pr_dr_ravichndra_kellar_22_aug_2022.jpeg
https://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/bengaluru/2023/aug/24/bengaluru-doctors-save-teenstoe-from-rare-bone-tumour-2608196.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/bengaluru/2023/aug/24/bengaluru-doctors-save-teenstoe-from-rare-bone-tumour-2608196.html
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